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rape 

RECOVERY 

After silence : rape and my journey back         362.883 RAI 

Astonished : a story of evil, blessings, grace, and solace       818 DON 

The better angels of our nature : why violence has declined       303.609 PIN 

Blackout girl : growing up and drying out in America        362.29 STO 

Catch and kill : lies, spies, and a conspiracy to protect predators      331.413 FAR  

Church of lies             289.3 JES 

Color of violence : the Incite! anthology         303.608 COL 

The cool school : writing from America's hip underground        814.54 OBR 

Crash into me : a survivor's search for justice         364.15 SEC 

Darfur                    YA 962.404 DAR 

Denial : a memoir of terror           364.15 STE 

Devil in the grove : Thurgood Marshall, the Groveland Boys, & the dawn of a new America   305.896 KIN 

Drugs and date rape                  YA 362.883 MIL 

The end of karma : hope and fury among India's young        305.235 SEN 

Everything you need to know when you are the male survivor of rape or sexual assault                YA 362.883 LAV 

Fish : a memoir of a boy in a man's prison         365.973 PAR 

Forgive me             345.73 WEB 

Girl in the woods : a memoir           917.9 MAT 

I'll be gone in the dark : one woman's obsessive search for the Golden State Killer    364.153 MCN 

Into the hands of the soldiers : freedom and chaos in Egypt and the Middle East    962.05 KIR 

It's what I do : a photographer's life of love and war        779.092 ADD 

Jane Doe January : my twenty-year search for truth and justice      362.883 WIN 

Know my name : a memoir           364.153 MIL 

Law 101 : everything you need to know about the American legal system     349.73 FEI 

Leave the light on : a memoir of recovery and self-discovery       362.292 STO 

 

 



Letters to survivors : words of comfort for women recovering from rape     362.883 ATK 

Lived through this : listening to the stories of sexual violence survivors     362.883 REA 

The Lucifer effect : understanding how good people turn evil       155.9 ZIM 

Lucky              364.153 SEB 

Missoula : rape and the justice system in a college town       362.883 KRA 

My father and Atticus Finch : a lawyer's fight for justice in 1930s Alabama     345.761 BEC 

No more excuses : dismantling rape culture                YA 362.883 KEY 

Not that bad : dispatches from rape culture         362.88 NOT 

One red eye : poems                                 YA 811.6 DIE 

The rape recovery handbook : step-by-step help for survivors of sexual assault     362.883 MAT 

Recovering from rape            362.8 LED 

Resurrection after rape           362.883 ATK 

Sexual assault on campus                  YA 371.782 SEX 

Sexual violence                   YA 364.153 SEX 

A streetcar named desire           812 WIL 

Things we didn't talk about when I was a girl : a memoir       920 VAN 

Time will clean the carcass bones : selected and new poems       811.54 PER 

Unmasking sexual con games : parent guide                       YA 362.704 HER 

Violence against women                  YA 362.88 VIO 

The voices of rape                                        YA 364.1 B 

War-torn Bosnia                   YA 949.703 WAR 

While the city slept : a love lost to violence and a young man's descent into madness    364.152 SAN 

The woman's encyclopedia of myths and secrets        291 WAL 

Women, race & class            305.42 DAV 


